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INTRODUCTION

An important issue in both the risk characterization and subsequent risk management of
contaminated soil is how precisely we can characterize the distribution among individuals
of potential doses associated with chemical contaminants in soil and whether this level of

. precision favors the use of population distributions of exposure over the use of single
scenario representations. For lipophilic contaminants, such as dioxins, furans,
polychlorinated biphenyls, pesticides, and for metals such as lead and mercury, exposures

• through food have been demonstrated to be dominant contributors to total dose within
non-occupationally exposed populations. 1 However, overall uncertainties in estimating
potential doses through food chains are much larger than uncertainties associated with
other exposure pathways. 2-5 The premise of this paper is that outcome variance
attributable to either variability or uncertainty can be derived from a Monte Carlo
assessment by considering the effect on outcome variance of a stepwise inclusion and
exclusion of groups of parameters grouped into "uncertain" and "variable" sets. A further
premise is that this separation of attributable variance is both easier to obtain and more
useful as an input for classifying by chemical class and by exposure pathway the relative
contribution of uncertainty and variability to the variance in food-chain dose estimates.

A general model is described here for estimating the ratio of potential dose to contaminant
concentration in soil for homegrown foods contaminated by lipophilic, nonionic organic
chemicals. A more detailed description of this model and its applications is provided in
McKone 5. This model includes parameters describing homegrown food consumption
rates, exposure duration, biotransfer factors, and partition factors. For the parameters
needed in this model, the mean and variance are often the only moments of the
parameter distribution available. A review of each model input by McKone5 has been
used to estimate the mean value and coefficient of variability of each input parameter.
Parameters are divided into three categories, uncertain parameters, variable parameters,
and mixed uncertain/variable parameters. Using soils contaminated by hexachlorbenzene
(HCB) and benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) as cases studies, a stepwise Monte Carlo analysis is used to
develop a histogram that apportions variance in the outcome (ratio of potential dose by
food pathways to soil concentration) to variance in each of the three input categories. The
results represent potential doses in households consuming homegrown foods.

THE USE OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS IN EXPOSURE MODELS

Regulatory toxicology and risk assessment often operate under the premise that, with
sufficient funding, science and technology will provide an obvious and cost-effective
solution for reducing environmental health risks. However, in reality there are many
sources of uncertainty and Variability in the process of human health-risk assessment.

' Effective environmental management policies are possible under conditions of
uncertainty, but such policies must take the uncertainty into account. The theory of

• decision making under uncertainty is well developed and described in several texts. One
often-used method for addressing uncertainty in risk assessments is the compounding of
upper-bound estimates in order to make decisions based on a highly conservative estimate
of exposure and risk. However, such an approach is contrary to the principles of decision
making under uncertainty. It leaves the decision maker with no flexibility to address



margins of error; to consider reducible versus irredudble uncertainty; to separate
individual variabi.lity from true scientific uncertainty; or to consider benefits, costs, and
comparable risks in the decision making process.

There are five factors that determine the precision or reliability of an environmental
• transfer model. These are (1) specification of the problem (scenario development), (2)

formulation of the conceptual model (the influence diagram), (3)formulation of the
computational model, (4) estimation of parameter values, and (5)calculation and

• documentation of results including uncertainties. 6

Uncertainty and Variability
One of the issues in uncertainty analysis that must b_ _nfronted is how to distinguish
between the relative contribution of true uncertainty versus inter-individual variability
(i.e., heterogeneity) to the characterization of predicted population risk. 7 Uncertainty or
model-specification error (e.g., statistical estimation error) can be modeled using a random
variable with an identified probability distribution. In contrast, inter-individual variability
refers to quantities that are distributed empirically within a defined population. Such
factors as food ingestion rates, exposure duration, and expected lifetime. Variability and
true uncertainty have also been referred to as, respectively, Type A uncertainty, that "due
to stochastic variability with respect to the reference unit of the assessment question," and
Type B uncertainty, that "due to lack of knowledge about items that are invariant with
respect to the reference unit of the assessment question".6

The Basic Exposure Model
Assessment of human exposure to environmental contaminants by ingestion requires
translating environmental concentrations into quantitative estimates of the amount of
chemical that comes in contact with an individual within an exposed population.
Potential dose, expressed as average daily dose, is the amount of material per unit of body
weight per day (mg/kg-d) that crosses the mouth of an exposed individual and enters the
gastrointestinal tract. The dose models described here are consistent with those described
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 8, 9

If the concentration of contaminant in soil is constant over the exposure duration, then

the potential dose (for ingestion routes) a._tributable to that duration is expressed as an
average daily dose rate (ADD), in mg/kg-d,

= xCk • (1)
AT

where Ck is the contaminant concentration in soil, mg/kg(fresh soil); [Ci/Ck] is the
• intermedia-transfer factor (ITF), which expresses the ratio of contaminant concentration in

the exposure medium i (i.e., vegetables, meat, milk, etc.) to the concentration in an
environmental medium k (surface soil or root-zone soil) and [IUi/BW] is replaced by Ii,

the intake rate per unit body weight for the exposure medium i, L(milk)/kg-d,
kg(vegetables)/kg-d, etc; EF is the exposure frequency for the exposed individual, the
number of days per year that an individual consumes food products associated with the
contaminated soil; ED is the exposure duration for the exposed individual, y; and AT is the
averaging time for the exposed individual, d.
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The unit dose factor, UDF(k_i), is defined as the ratio of dose through contact medium i
relative to soil concentration in soil layer k, and is equal to ADD/C k for a given pathway.
The UDFs are used to make pathway and route-to-route comparisons in the absence of
concentration values and allows one to consider the relative significance of several
exposure pathways.

MODEL INPUTS: VARIABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY

The purpose of this section is to identify parameters that are potentially important
contributors to variance in the model predictions and to specify the mean value and
coefficient of variation (CV) associated with each parameter. The CV is the arithmetic
standard deviation of a parameter divided by its arithmetic mean. Also in this section
potential dependencies and correlations among parameters are considered. The results
presented here are based on a more-detailed analysis by McKone.5

Exposure Duration and Averaging Time
According to the EPA,8 because of the mobility of the U.S. population, the exposure
duration (ED) for an individual selected at random from a population is often significantly
less than the expected lifetime of the individual. The averaging time (AT) is the time over
which the exposure effects are averaged. For the analysis here, the mean exposure
duration, ED, is assumed to be 14 years with a CV of 1.15 (geometric mean and standard
deviation of 9.0 and 2.5 respectively) 8 and the averaging time, AT, is 25,550 days (70 years)
with CV 0.1. The variance in the values of ED and AT is assumed to be primarily
attributable to variability.

Human Body Weight and Diet
Because of the strong correlation of intake with body weight, mean values and CVs were
developed by McKone5 for food intakes per unit body weight. General data on body-weight
distributions by age and sex are available from the ICRP,10the U.S. EPA,11,12 and Najjar
and Roland 13. The mean value and CV of body weight for ages 0 to 15, 15 to 70, and for
lifetime are listed in Table 1. Also listed in Table 1 are estimates of the arithmetic mean
and CV for daily intake per kg body weight for children, adults, and combined or
lifetime-equivalent as derived from Yang and Nelson 14 by McKone 5. The variance of
intake-per-body-weight ratio used to determine the CV is calculated under the assumption
that food intake varies as body weight raised to the two-thirds power. The variance in the
values of food intake per unit body weight is assumed to be primarily attributable to
variability.

Parameters Associated with Food Crops and Food-Producing Animals
Homegrown foods are those foods produced on the land associated with a household and,
for the most part, consumed within that household. The U.S. EPA has compiled data for
U.S. households on the fractions of consumed foods that are homegrown. 12 Fractions of
consumed food that are homegrown are listed in Table 2. The variance in the values of
these parameters is assumed to be primarily attributable to variability. To calculate human
exposures to contaminants in soil through produce, meat, dairy-product, and egg
pathways, it is also necessary to also quantify parameters that describe the diet, weight, and



soil intake by animals; and the fat content of animal-based food products. These
parameters are listed in Table 2. The variance in the values of parameters assodated with
food crops and food-producing animals is _.3umed to be attributable to both variability and
uncertainty.

Partition Coefficients, Bioconcentration Factors, and Biotransfer Factors

General relationships that can be used to estimate partition coefficients between octanol
and water, soil and plants, animal intake and animal food products are identified in Table
3. These relationships are the intermedia transfer factors (ITFs). The quantitative
reliability of these vah_es is discussed by McKone. 5,20 Because these factors (whether
measured or estimate J) have a variance that comes from both uncertainty due to lack of
precision in measurement methods and due to variability in location and plant or animal
types used, it should be recognized that the overall variance in the parameter estimates
here can include both variability and uncertainty, but for the most part are attributable to
uncertainty. The estimation methods listed in Table 3 are for compounds for which
bioconcentration and biotransfer factors have not been explicitly measured.

Distribution Types, Truncations, and Correlations
Each of the parameters in Tables 1, 2, and 3 is represented by a lognormal distribution.
McKone 5 illustrates how the expected value (arithmetic mean) and coefficient of variation
are converted to the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distributions.
Parameters that have a physical limit in value are modeled as truncated lognormals. Such
parameters include fractions that can not exceed unity or partition factors that, by theory
and measurement, cannot exceed certain values.

The use of correlations is avoided where possible by reporting potential dose to each food

group independently and by developing grouped parameters, i.e., Ii = IUi/BW. Correlation
factors of +0.5 were used to express the likely moderate correlations between pasture and
soil consumption by cattle and chickens. A correlation coefficient of +0.25 is used to
represent the wea'.¢ correlation between the partition coefficient relating surface soil and

. rdr
plant-leaf concentrations, t_ps, and the partition coefficient relating root-zone soil and

plant tissue concentrations, Kps. A correlation of -0.5 is used to represent the moderate
negative covariance between Kps in pasture and the Bk and Bt partition coefficients for
HCB.

EXPOSURE PATHWAYS AND EXPOSURE EQUATIONS

For the analysis here, both ground surface and root-zone soil are assumed to be at the same
concentration, Cs, since most measurements of soil contamination do not distinguish
between surface and root-zone soil. For these environmental media, the associated

average daily doses are expressed as the average daily dose over the averaging time, AT, to
the individual exposed for the assumed exposure duration, ED. For each food pathway, a
unit dose factor (UDF), with units of kg(soil)/kg(BW)-d, is used to express the ratio of

average daily dose (ADD), in mg/kg-d, of contaminants to soil concentration, in
mg/kg(soil). For ingestion of contaminants through fruits, vegetables, or grains (FVG), the
ADD includes a term for surface soil and root soil,
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ADD(FVG ingestion) = [UDF(surface soil to FVG)+ UDF(root-zone soil to FVG)] x Cs, (2)

and the ITFs and UDFs required to construct this expression are listed Table 4. Ingestion
doses to humans through homegrown meat, milk, and/or eggs is also based on potential
contamination from surface soil and root-zone soil. For these environmental media, the
distribution of the ADD is

ADD(milk,meat,eggs)= [UDF(surfacesoiltomilk)+ UDF(surfacesoiltomeat)
+ UDF(surface soil to eggs) + UDF(root-zone-soil to milk) (3)
+ UDF(root-zone-soil to meat) + UDF(root-zone-soil to eggs)] x Cs .

The ITFs expressing the ratio of contaminant concentration in fresh meat, milk, or eggsm
mg/kg(FM)--relative to contaminant concentration, mg/kg, in the surface and root soil
are given in Table 4. Isc and Ish are the daily intakes of soil by, respectively, cattle and egg-
laying hens in kg/d and listed Table 2. These ITFs are combined with intake rates and
home consumption fractions to obtain the UDFs in Table 4.

CASE STUDIES

Using ingestion of homegrown fruits, vegetables, grains, dairy products, and meat and
_ assuming soils contaminated by hexachlorbenzene (HCB) and benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) as

cases studies, a Monte Carlo analysis is used to explore the relative contribution of
uncertainty and variability to overall variance in the estimated distribution of potential
dose, as expressed by UDFs, within the population that consumes homegrown foods.

Methods

In a Monte Carlo analysis, each of the input parameters is represented by a probability-
density function that defines both the range of values that the parameter can take on and
the likelihood that the parameter has a value in any subinterval of that range. In an
unmodified Monte Carlo method, simple random sampling is used to select each member
of the input parameter set. Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is a Monte Carlo method that
uses stratified random sampling to select each member of an input set. Whereas for
simple random sampling it is often a matter of chance how evenly the n selected values
cover the range of parameter X, latin hypercube sampling places restrictions on possible
unevenness.

The assessment here makes use of a lumped (Type A and B) uncertainty analysis combined
with an analysis of variance. This type of approach has been proposed by Taylor 21 for
considering risks associated with the transfer of incinerator emissions to humans thro___gh
food. A typography of variability and uncertainty by exposure pathway is used here to
identify the value of the uncertainty/variability disaggregation. The moments of the
uncertain and variable UDFs were determined using the Monte Carlo-spreadsheet
program Crystal Ball. 22 Inputs were taken from the 99.9% confidence interval of all input
parameter distributions. Four outcome moments were tallied and used in the analysis of
variance. These are the arithmetic mean and variance of each UDF and the mean and

variance of the log transform, i.e. ln(UDF), of each UDF. These moments are used to



calculate the CV, arithmetic standard deviation ((_), geometric mean (GM), standard

deviation of natural-log transform ((_ln), and geometric standard deviation (GSD).
The number of repetitions required for each simulation set was determined by requiring
consistent values of the first and second moments of the distribution from one simulation
set to another when a different random seed is used. Better inter-simulation-set

consistency is obtained with unmodified Monte Carlo, but relatively large numbers of
repetitions are required. In LHS, inter-simulation consistency is achieved with far fewer
simulations, but the level of consistency does not match that obtained from pure random
sampling even with very large numbers of LHS samples.

In addition to characterizing overall variance in the predictions of food-chain doses, the
purpose of the analysis here is to rank the relative importance of uncertain versus variable
inputs to this analysis. When Monte Carlo methods are used to propagate outcome
variance, there are several methods for ranking uncertainty, including correlation
coefficients, regression coefficients, rank correlation, and rank regression6. However, these
methods are designed to rank the contribution of individual parameters and are not
particularly useful for ranking parameter groupings. Depending on the structure of the
model, it is assumed that variance combines either additively, multiplicatively, or
geometrically. For the examples described below, simulations were run using all input
parameters (base case); then the same number of simulations was run again with the same
random seed but with a specific set of parameters, either the uncertain set, variable set, or
mixed set excluded (exclusion case); and finally the same number of simulations was run
with the same random seed but with only that same set allowed to vary (partial inclusion).
This process was repeated for each of the three parameter categories. The variances
obtained from the base case, exclusion case, and partial inclusion were disaggregated in
order to determine variance attributable to uncertain, variable, or mixed parameters.

Example: HCB
Hexachlorobenzene (HCB) is formed as a waste product in the production of several
chlorinated hydrocarbons and is a contaminant in some pesticides. HCB is released to air
as a fugitive emission from hydrocarbon production facilities and is also released to air in
flue gases and fly ash from waste incineration. HCB is persistent in the environment due
to its chemical stability and resistance to biodegradation. 28 Many of the ITFs needed to
estimate potential doses to HCB have been measured so that many of the estimation
equations described in Table 3 are not needed for HCB. BeaU23 measured partition factors
between grass and soil. Dejonckheere et al.24 measured HCB residues in lettuce and in soil

McKone 5 used these measurements to obtain a Kps of 0.41 with CV 0.63.

In long-term feeding studies with dairy cows, Fries and Marrow 25 and BorzeUeca et al.26
measured HCB biotransfer from diet to milk fat and to meat fat. The mean values and

ranges of these results yield a Bt equal to 0.047 and a CV of 1.4. 5 No reported
measurements of egg-diet biotransfer for HCB are available in the current literature.
McKone 20 has estimated of a biotransfer factor, Be, from chicken diet to eggs with units

d/kg(eggs) of Be = 1_1 with CV of 2 for HCB. The variances in these biotransfer factors were
represented by lognormal distributions in the Monte Carlo Analysis. Other parameters
used in the Monte Carlo analysis are taken from Tables 1 through 3.



An unmodified Monte Carlo analysis (no LHS) with 15,000 simulations was used to assess
the variance in the homegrown food UDFs associated with HCB-contaminated soft. The
respective arithmetic mean value and CV (in parentheses) for the eggs, milk, meat, and

FVG pathway UDFs are 2.5 x 10-6 (2.0), 1.8 x 10-4 (1.9), 4.1 x 10-4 (1.9), and 1.7 x 10-3 (1.4)
kg(soil)/kg-d. The respective geometric mean value and GSD (in parentheses) for the eggs,

milk, meat, and FVG pathway UDFs are 1.2 x 10-6 (3.9), 8.9 x 10-5 (3.8), 2.0 x 10-4 (3.7) and

9.7 x 104 (3.3).

Example: BaP
Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) is a lipophilic, low solubility compound that tends to be transported
in the environment through binding to dust and sediment particles. BaP is a by-product of
coal-tar processing, petroleum refining, coke processing, and power generation. Mackay et
al. 27 have carried out an extensive literature review of partition factors (including
biotransfer factors) that have been measured for BaP. In contrast to HCB, most of the food-
chain ITFs needed to estimate potential doses to BaP have not been measured directly so
that estimation equations in Table 3 are needed to estimate these parameters. Mackay et
al.27 report fourteen measured values for log Kow in the range 5.78 to 7.99 with a mean log
Kow of 6.46 + 0.653. This information was used to construct a lognormal distribution of

Kow with a mean value of 8.8 x 106 and a CV of 2.9. The uncertainty associated with each of
the estimated ITFs in Table 3 for BaP includes both the uncertainty in Kow, which is used

in the regression equations to estimate the ITF, and the standard error of the estimate in
each regression equation, which is also represented by lognormal distribution with an
expected value of I and the CVs listed in Table 3.

A modified (LHS) Monte Carlo analysis with 5,000 simulations was used to assess the
variance in the homegrown-food UDFs associated with BaP-contaminated soil. The
respective arithmetic mean value and CV (in parentheses) for the eggs, milk, meat, and

FVG pathway UDFs are 6.0 x 10-7 (13), 3.5 x 10-4 (11), 3.1 x 10-4 (11), and 4.3 x 10-5 (4.4)
kg(soil)/kg-d. The respective geometric mean value and GSD (in parentheses) for the eggs, I

milk, meat, and FVG pathway UDFs are 4.4 x 10-9 (26), 6.1 x 10-6 (14), 4.2 x 10-6 (20), and 7.7

x 10-6 (6.4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This paper describes a general model for exposure to homegrown foods that includes soil
concentrations, consumption rates, exposure duration, biotransfer factors, and partition
factors. This model is used with a Monte Carlo analysis to determine the relative
contributions of variability (Type A uncertainty) and true uncertainty (Type B uncertainty)
to the overall variance in model predictions. Using ingestion of fruits, vegetables, grains,
dairy products, and meat and assuming soils contaminated by hexachlorbenzene (HCB)
and benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) as cases studies, the Monte Carlo analysis is used to explore the
relative contribution of uncertainty and variability to overall variance in the estimated
distribution of potential dose within the population that consumes homegrown foods.
This separation of attributable variance is both easier to obtain and more useful as an input
for classifying by chemical class and by exposure pathway the relative contribution of
uncertainty and variability to the variance in food exposure estimates.
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Figure I shows the attribution of variance in food UDFs for HCB and BaP according to
variable, uncertain, and mixed uncertain/variable parameters. We observe that for HCB
the variance in the UDF for FVG is roughly 90% attributable to variability, whereas for
milk, meat, and eggs, UDF variance is almost equally attributable to uncertain and variable
parameters. None of the HCB UDFs has more than about 10% of the outcome variance
attributable to parameters that are categorized as mixed uncertain/variable inputs. We
observe that for BaP the variance in the UDF for FVG is roughly 70% attributable to
uncertainty, whereas for milk, meat, and eggs, UDF variance is almost 90% attributable to
uncertain parameters with the remainder attributable to variable parameters. None of the
BaP UDFs has any significant amount of the outcome variance attributable to parameters
that are categorized as mixed uncertain/variable inputs.

The lesson of these analyses is that for a compound such as HCB, where there are existing
field measurements of plant and animal uptake, variance or lack of precision in exposure
estimates is attributable both to variability and uncertainty. For this compound, model
predictions could provide some resolution about the distribution of exposure distributions
within a population. However, for a compound such as BaP, for which no uptake
experiments are reported, there is little value in addressing exposure variability among
individuals, when predictions of exposure are so completely dominated by uncertainty. In
the case of BaP there could be significant information value associated with experiments
that might reduce some of the uncertainty regarding biouptake and biotransfer, whereas in
the case of HCB, where variability is at the threshold being the critical limit on model
precision, there is much less value associated with such experiments. However, these
results apply to UDFs and the impact of concentration uncertainty and variability is not
included.

An exposure assessment can be carried out through modeling, sampling, or some
modeling/sampling combination. Ultimately this characterization provides a set of static
pictures used to characterize a dynamic world. Unless these "pictures" can be guided by an
appropriate theoretical framework, they are of little value unless we have a very large set
of "pictures". Models in combination with uncertainty analyses and decision theory can
maximize the amount of information obtained from each "picture". This can be
accomplished through an strategic combination of models and samples. In such a system,
the model used initially to characterize exposure serves as a repository for the current
knowledge of environmental transport and exposure processes. In addition the model
results must provide estimates of uncertainties and variance.

Following from this approach, there are two methods for reducing the predicted outcome
variance--expand the experimental data base and/or improve the precision of
measurements and/or models. However, collecting data is expensive and increasing the
complexity of models does not necessarily increase precision. Unless our strategy for
reducing uncertainty recognizes that the cost of collecting data and building new models
must be balanced by the value of the information obtained, we might squander limited
resources for inappropriate environmental research. The "value of information"
approach in combination with uncertainty analysis is particularly important in defining
the capabilities and limits of exposure models. The cost of providing exposure
information should be minimized without severely limiting the precision of this



information. Uncertainty/variability analyses thus can assist the needs of the decision
maker, who must make both timely and cost-effective environmental control decisions.
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Table 1. Values of human anatomical and dietary properties for used in the exposure calculations. 1

Parameter, symbol Child 2 Adult 2 Combined 2 Units Variable or

Uncertain
i i

Body weight, BW 29 (0.24) 71 (0.2) 62 (0.2) kg Var

Fruit and

vegetable intake, Ifv 0.0075 (0.2) 0.0042 (0.2) 0.0049 (0.2) kg/kg-d Var

Grain intake, Ig 0.0070 (0.2) 0.0028 (0.2) 0.0037 (0.2) kg/kg-d Var

Exposed produce 3

intake = Ig + _vVgxIfv 0.011 (0.2) 0.0048 (0.2) 0.0060 (0.2) kg/kg-d Var

Protected produce

intake = (1-_Wg)x Ifv 0.0040 (0.2) 0.0022 (0.2) 0.0026 (0.2) kg/kg-d Vat

I

Meat intake, Imt 0.0043 (0.2) 0.0026 (0.2) 0.0030 (0.2) kg/kg-d Var

Milk/Dairy intake, Imk 0.017 (0.2) 0.0037 (0.2) 0.0065 (0.2) kg/kg-d Var

Egg intake, Ie_ 0.00061 (0.2) 0.00041 (0.2) 0.00046 (0.3) kg/kg-d Var

1 Listed are the arithmetic-mean value and (in parentheses) the estimated coefficient of variation (CV), equal to the standard
deviation divided by the mean. Body weights are from Najjarand Roland13and food intakes are from Yang and Nelson14.

2 The child category ovens ages 0 to 15, the adult category overs ages 16 to 70, the combined cat_ory is used m r_res_t.
lifetime equivalent exposure and is obt_,ined by multiplying the child category by 15/70, the adult category I_y:x_/_u, anti then
summingthesepmductL

3 fabg is the fraction of fruits and vegetables that are exposed produce, see Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameters associated with food crops and food-producing animals.

Variable

• Estimated CV1 Units or
Parameter description and symbol mean value Uncertain Reference

Fraction of fruits and vegetables 0.47 0.1 none Var 14

that are exposed produce, faf_g

Fraction of fruits and vegetables 0.24 0.7 none Var 12

homegrown, f_

___hmg 0.12 0.7 none Var 12Fraction of grainshomegrown,

Fraction of milk homegrown, _ 0.4 0.7 none Var 12

Fraction of meat homegrown, _ 0.44 0.5 none Vat 12

Fractionof eggs homegrown, fe_ 0.4 0.7 none Var 5

Ratio of plant dry mass (DM) to 0.2 0.2 none Unc 5
fresh mass (FM), biOdm

Ingestion of pasture by beef cattle, 60 0.4 kg[FM]/d Both 4
Ivbc

Ingestion of pasture by dairy cattle, 85 0.2 kg[FM]/d Both 4
Ivdc

Ingestion of pasture by hens, Ivh 0.12 0.04 kg[FM]/d Both 15

Ingestion of soil by cattle, Isc 0.4 0.7 kg/d Both 4

Ingestion of soil by hens, Ish 0.0024 1 kg/d Both 16

Fat content of milk 0.04 0.1 none Vat 17

Fat content of meat 0.25 0.3 none Var 17, 18

Fat content of eggs 0.08 0.1 none Both 18i
i i i ill i

1 Coefficient of variation, the arithmetic standard deviation divided by the arithmetic mean.
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Table 3. Partition coefficients and biotransfer factors.

Parameter description .............Estimation variable
and symbol formula or value CV1 Units or References

Uncertain
' Octanol-water partition ..........

coefficient, Kow Chemical specific n/a L(water) Unc chemical

............................................................. .- L(_octanol) ._ specific
Plant-soil partition

coefficient for surface soil 0.22 10 k_(soil) Unc 5
due to resuspension,
deposition and kg(plant FM)

rai_P_h, Krdr ...........
Plant-s0il partition measured values, or I to42 .................. -- _ -'_==---" --- - "

coefficient from root-zone _ -0.58 k_(soil) Unc 17
soil to above-ground 7.7 l<.ow
plant parts, Kps for organic kg(plant FM)chemicals

'I'|ant-$oii parfi'tion 'measured values or 1 to 42

coefficient from root-zone _ -0.58 kg(soil) Unc 19sou to roots (used for 270 Kow
protected produce), for organic kg(plant FM)
K_(roots) chemicals
Bi0tra_ferfact0r f0r = iiieas_ values or- it0 H2 ..............................
meat concentration versus 2.5 x10"8Kow d Unc 17

intake for beef cattle, Bt for organic ' kg(meat)
chemicals

BiotranSferfaCtor for milk measured values or 1 to 62
concentration versus 7.9 xl0-9Kow d Unc 17
intake for dairy cattle, Bk for organic kg(milk)

chemicals

Biotransfer factor for egg measured values or '1'to 142 '"
concentration versus 8 xl0 "6Kow for d Unc 20

intake for chickens, Be organic chemicals kg(eggs)
II

1 Coefficient of variation, the arithmetic standard deviation divided by the arithmetic mean.

2 The lower value of the CV applies to measured values and the upper value corresponds to values estimated from the suggested
estimation equation.
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Table 4. Intermedia Transfer Factors and Unit Dose Factors

r I I I I I

Intermedia transfer factors (ITFs)
i i ii i iiiiii i

Intermedia transfer Symbol Formula
iiii i i ii

" Surface soil to above-ground Cplants/C s (surface) rdr i_in RF × V d Msoii
__external plant parts. _ ..... • _......_._..._ KPS = + kw Mplant

" Root-zone soil to above-ground Cplants/Cs (surface) Kps

,_tema!__p!an__t_p_ts ....................................................................................................

Root,zone soil to plant roots Croots/C 9 (root) .. K_(roo..,ts) ..............
Surface soil to meat Cmeat/C s (surface) + rdr× I x B..,..................................................................................................t_....................
Surface soil to milk Cmilk/C s (surface) [I_ rdr+ (_ _XIvdc)] x Bk.......................

rdr
Surface soil to eggs Cegg/C. s (surface) [Ish +(Kps x IvhI}_x_Be ...................

Root soil to meat Cmeat/C s (root) Kps x Ivbc x Bt

_R°_0tS°il tO milk Cmilk/C s (root) Kps x Ivdc x Bk

Root soi!toesgs Cegg/C_(root) Kps x Ivhx Be .......

Unit Dose Factors (UDF), ratios of potential dose to soil concentration in

,, mg/kg-d per mg/kg(sofl) ,, ,

Expos_.e pathway Formula .....

and grams (FVG) KI_ x Ifvxf_ xfl_g + Igxf g

Root-zone soil tofruitsvegetables Kp s x[(ifv x f_ng x f_bgl+(Ig x fghmgl]and grains (FVG)

___JL'-J___C________::-----_: ........... _ ---___............ ...................... _''' '.' --LU' ........... ._................

Surface soil to meat............................................................................imtx g...................................x[Cmeat/Cs(surface)]

Surface soil to milk Imk x fmk x [Cmilk/Cs (surface)]
............................................................................................... g- ..... ,,. ..... L..m.. ...............................

Surface soil to eggs Iegg xt_ x [Cegg/Cs (surface)]
J__.........__-___......._.... ...._ .... _..... ......... .-- ...... . _..... ._ .................. _ ....•........ _ ._ _.......

6 [Cm l. Root-zone soil to meat Imt x × eat root)
.... _ , ,,.........,,_ ....................,_........_t,,.... , _ ,........... _,........ , ................... ,, .......... :-

. Root-zone soil to milk Imk x fmkg x [Cmilk/Cs (root)]__-_ ........................ __ _ .................. ____:_ ........................ _ .............................

Root-zone, soil to eggs Iegg x _, x [%g/C s (root)]i ii iiI i_ i
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Figure 1. The attribution of variance in food-chain unit dose factors (UDFs) for HCB
• -_ (above) and BaP (below) according to variable, uncertain, and mixed

uncertain/variable parameters in the potential dose model for people who
consume homegrown foods.
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